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a quick
introduction - 
Social media platforms, pay-per-click ads, affiliate marketing, influencer marketing—the number
of ways to grab the attention of new clients and customers keeps growing. A strong digital
marketing strategy cuts through the chaos to deliver a steady stream of revenue to event industry
businesses, in particular, yours. 

At first, the wide range of ways you can harness digital marketing—SEO, Instagram Stories,
review management—look like an overwhelming minefield of marketing chaos. However, a well-
designed and targeted digital marketing strategy doesn’t include everything. It’s a focused plan
that puts the eyes of your ideal clients and customers on your business. 

This how-to guide covers the basics (and a whole lot more), from the different types of digital
marketing to how to build awareness, searchability, and use the right tools to increase
conversions. If you’ve already dipped your toe into digital marketing, this guide can help expand
your plan into a comprehensive strategy. A streamlined strategy can enhance efficiency and
target your customers in their favorite digital spaces, so you reach a broader audience in less time.
Keep reading to learn how to build your digital marketing strategy, including a downloadable
digital marketing plan template. 
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the importance of digital
marketing in the event industry - 

total price = $1500

Research shows that 93 percent of American adults use the internet, and
97 percent have a smartphone, according to the Pew Research Center.
Additionally, 73 percent of Americans have some kind of social media
account. Those numbers continue to rise as society grows more
dependent on the speed and convenience of technology. 

For event industry professionals, there’s never been a more powerful
“place” to reach customers. Each of those people can potentially learn
about your services or event through a targeted digital marketing
strategy. 

Physical events like trade shows, concerts, and weddings have adapted
to changing circumstances around the world. Digital marketing
enhances the ability to communicate with clients quickly and efficiently.
Whether it’s venue availability, confirmations, or appointment
reminders, a unified digital strategy streamlines the process.  

Here are just a few examples of how digital marketing can work in the
event industry. Venues from stadiums and theaters to restaurants and
rental halls can reach a wide customer base by building a user-friendly,
SEO-optimized website that acts as a digital storefront. A site that
includes well-researched keywords can increase organic traffic.

Vendors like florists, bakers, and photographers who rely heavily on the
visual appeal of their services can cultivate an Instagram marketing
strategy. The right social media platform can highlight your services and
provide visual testimonials of your skills to potential customers. Whether
it’s a social media presence, landing page, or email list, digital marketing
expands the number of people who see and learn about events, venues,
products, and services. 

The first step is deciding which types of digital marketing will work best
for your business.

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/internet-broadband/
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/mobile/
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-sheet/social-media/
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types of digital marketing - 

Mobile compatibility—make it searchable and attractive no matter what device (phone, tablet, laptop) the
customer uses 
Universal accessibility—that includes the disabled and elderly
Easily scanned home page and content—most users spend less than 2 minutes on the site
Fast load times—no one wants to watch a buffering circle
Easy navigation—make it easy to find the information they need like location, business hours, and contact
info
Attractive design—visuals speak loud and clear

It’s easy to get overwhelmed when you first start digital marketing. The truth is—you don’t need everything. You
can start basic and build your strategy as you find what works, what doesn’t, and where (virtually) your
customers reside. 

Your business values and the demographics of your customer base can determine the type of digital marketing
that will work best. But it helps to start with some information about the different types available to you.

Website
If there’s one aspect of digital marketing that every business in the event industry needs, it’s a user-friendly
website. Your website is how customers can find you through searches, check on business hours, and contact you.
User-friendly means a few things, like:

Your website is like your storefront. It communicates your values, mission, and character with a glance. It’s worth
investing in and maintaining. 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
SEO marketing attracts free, organic traffic (visitors) to your website or social media page. This strategic method
involves using well-placed keywords throughout the website so that when customers type those keywords into a
Google or Bing search, your website comes up in the results. 

However, there’s more to SEO than just throwing in a few commonly searched words. Heavily searched keywords
require a bit more strategizing to rank near the top of the results. With the right SEO, you create a steady stream of
organic visitors. 

total price = $1500
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types of digital marketing cont.'d - 

Listings
Information on a website or social media page (contact info, address, hours)
Reviews and ratings
Social media analytics (likes, comments, shares)
Discussion forums
Blogs (your own and any bloggers who mention your venue or services)
News articles 

Social Media Marketing (SMM)
SMM uses social media platforms like Instagram, TikTok, and Pinterest to advertise, attract customers, and gain
brand recognition. SMM is also a way to interact with potential customers through conversation, content, and
feedback. 

Different platforms work for different types of industries and venues. It’s more efficient (not to mention time and
cost-effective) to choose social media platforms where your target audience is likely to find you. 

For example, Instagram and Pinterest are visual platforms where videographers, photographers, wedding
planners, and decorators can display their work and ideas. However, Instagram and Pinterest appeal to a largely
female audience, ranging in age from 25 to 34 years old. Venues that target a younger audience may have more
success on Twitter or TikTok, where younger users congregate. 

Reputation/Review Management
Reputation/review management is an integral part of digital marketing, though they are slightly different from
one another. Reputation management focuses on cultivating a consistent brand perception across all
communication channels, from the website to the social media platforms. It includes monitoring:

Review management falls under the customer service umbrella. This part of digital marketing involves tracking
incoming reviews from various sites, including reviews from bloggers or media outlets. A quick response to a
negative review can turn a complaint into a loyal customer. This part of customer interaction builds trust between
the customer and your business. 

total price = $1500
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types of digital marketing cont.'d - 
Pay-Per-Click Advertising (PPC)
Sometimes it helps to give your advertising a little push. That’s what PPC does. This is when you buy visits to your
site by paying per click on your ad. Paid search advertising can also include search engine marketing (SEM),
wherein you pay a fee to place ads on a search engine like Google. PPC and SEM advertising are similar and may
fall under the same umbrella of your digital marketing strategy. 

Content Marketing
Companies that distribute content via a blog, Instagram Stories, and Facebook are on the content marketing train.
Consumers . . . consume and content is their chosen choice of “food.” Content that’s targeted to the right audience
can drive organic traffic to your site, helping new customers find your venue and services.

The key to a successful content marketing strategy is to provide valuable, relevant, actionable content. The goal is
to create content that customers will seek out on their own. It could be party planning tips, cake decorating ideas,
birthday party themes, or posts on what to include in corporate gift baskets. Content marketing typically involves
at least basic SEO because using the right keywords in headlines and subheads makes content more relevant to
search engines. 

Email Marketing
Once you’ve found customers, you want them to come back for more. Email marketing lists are a fantastic way to
alert past or potential customers of sales, discounts, or event dates. Building this list takes time and can involve
other types of digital marketing, like social media marketing, affiliate marketing, and instant message marketing
to attract email list subscribers. 

Text/SMS Marketing
Email open rates, that is the percentage of email marketing messages that are opened, hover around 17 percent.
According to TechJury, SMS/text messaging has a 98 percent open rate. Instead of or in addition to an email list,
businesses can now add SMS marketing. Text and SMS are incredibly similar, but SMS offers extra characters and
a few extra perks. This is a quick way to communicate with customers with reminders, confirmations, or offer
discount codes.

Online Listings
Online listings are like the Yellow Pages of days gone by. Here, businesses advertise their services on trusted sites
within their industry. Many people start their search with these listings and narrow down the options by
checking out business websites and social media pages. Consequently, the right list acts as a launching pad for
further digital marketing. 

https://techjury.net/blog/sms-marketing-statistics/
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awareness & recognition - 
do people know about your
business?
Does your ideal customer recognize your logo or tagline? Quick recall of your brand can mean
money in the bank. The power of awareness comes when someone’s ready to plan an event. Let’s
say they need a florist. Where do they turn?—the brand with which they’re most familiar. 

Digital marketing provides a variety of ways to build brand recognition.
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awareness & recognition - 
do people know about your
business?

Social media: Brands that build a positive online presence through providing consistent, high-
quality content create awareness around their services and products. Social media can be fun,
engaging, and a casual way to interact with potential customers. 
Search advertising: Search ads appear on Google or Bing searches when people search for
services within the event industry. They’re a form of “pull” advertising that moves your
business to the top of the search.
Display ads: Display ads appear on Google or Bing search pages to build familiarity around
the brand in a similar way as search ads. Except these targeted ads act as “push” advertising
that puts logos and slogans where people see them even if they’re not searching for your
product or services. These paid placements are seen and recalled consciously and
subconsciously. 
Email marketing: A well-built email list should be full of people who want to know about
your services. Make emails valuable. Don’t spam subscribers. Let them know about upcoming
events, discounts, or helpful advice. Depending on the demographic of your ideal customer,
email marketing might be one of the best ways to stay in touch.
Instant message/text/SMS marketing: This type of communication typically works better
with younger generations who are used to using text for the majority of their communication.
It’s fast and lets you send out short messages. 
Video ads: A video’s movement and audio grab viewers’ attention faster than a regular ad.
Show customers what you can do, create a video of testimonials or take hero shots of your
venue. 

Awareness and recognition are the first steps to establishing trust with your clients. Use it well,
and they’ll know where to turn when they need your services. 
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If they can’t find you, they can’t hire you. Digital marketing increases the chances of customers
finding you. Searchability often starts (but doesn’t end) with a well-designed website that’s been
SEO optimized. 

A strong SEO strategy puts the appropriate keywords on your home page and elsewhere on your
site to increase the chances of your website showing up in an organic search. If someone types in
“best florist in St. Louis, Missouri,” a florist in St. Louis, Missouri, needs that phrase on their site for
it to show up in an organic search. 

A good strategy is more complicated than that, but the natural placement of keywords combined
with an attractive, easily navigated design can bring in a steady stream of inquiries.

searchability - 
can people find you?
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Your website design and SEO aren’t the only ways to increase searchability. You can also use:

Online listings: Many online magazines feature a vendor list. A prominent place on that list
puts your name in front of people looking specifically for your services. Online trade or
consumer magazines are a great place to start. Sites like Yelp and Google My Business Listing
increase the number of searches you’ll appear in as well.
PPC advertising: With pay-per-click, you provide payment to a search engine publisher,
blogger, or website network every time someone clicks on your ad. Setting up these ads
requires some SEO know-how because you want the ads to show up when keywords that
relate to your business get searched. PPC also includes banner ads (think bigger and better) at
the top of websites within your trade. Depending on the PPC type, you may need to bid on the
most popular keywords. However, PPC can be highly successful with a targeted strategy.
SEM: It can take time for your business to work its way up to the first page of a Google search.
Search engine marketing increases visibility by putting a website near the top of the search
engine results page (SERPs). Businesses pay for their link to appear when certain keywords
get searched. Customers will know it’s an ad, but your chances of getting a click go way up
when you’re on the top. SEO factors into SEM the same way it does with PPC and organic
traffic. 

searchability - 
can people find you?



Trust plays a pivotal part in sealing the deal. Building an online reputation can pay dividends.
That trust comes from many places. First and foremost, provide an amazing experience. People
remember good work.

However, digitally speaking, the first and most apparent way to enhance reputation are customer
reviews. Honest customer reviews left on review sites like Google Reviews, the Better Business
Bureau, and Angie’s list cost businesses nothing and build a strong reputation. 

Don’t panic if you get a negative review. You can further build your reputation through how you
respond to customer feedback. Show your response to reviews left on your website or social
media page. Quick responses can turn a dissatisfied customer into a loyal follower. Review
management should be a key part of a digital marketing strategy. There are programs that can
track reviews and alert you to keywords that may indicate a positive or negative review.

Content marketing can also build customer trust. Blog posts and articles are a way to show your
expertise and offer professional advice. Include content that has real value to your customers. A
florist may provide a seasonal flower guide to help customers save money on arrangements.
Photographers may include a “what to wear guide” to answer common client questions. 

Social media platforms are another way to interact with and build trust with customers. An
Instagram account that shows a steady stream of successful events at a specific venue acts as their
own advertisement. When people see that your business delivers, they’re more likely to become a
paying customer. 

e v e n t  i n d u s t r y  g u i d e

reputation - 
do people trust you?



Ultimately, any marketing strategy, digital or not, leads toward conversion and sales. Digital
marketing seamlessly converges on this goal and opens new channels for sealing the deal.

Remember that all-important SEO-optimized website? Websites can be more than a shop front.
They can be the actual shop. Many people appreciate being able to book events themselves or
purchase directly from a vendor’s site. It can be set up as a booking agent for venues or as an e-
commerce site for vendors. 

If you’re going to use your website for this part of the business, keep up on website maintenance.
Everything—dates, times, availability, prices, shipping times (to the best of your ability)—needs to
be up-to-date to reduce the chances of dissatisfied customers. 

Today, it’s possible to create your own app to further enhance communication and conversion.
Many businesses create their own app where customers can get discounts, event updates,
confirmations, and notifications about their events or booking. 

Any of these forms of digital marketing create more channels for conversion. You can still keep
those traditional lines of communication and conversion open, like phone calls and in-person
meetings. However, a digital element reaches a wider audience, reduces overhead costs, and
streamlines your business. 

e v e n t  i n d u s t r y  g u i d e

conversion - 
making the scale
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advocacy - 
building customer loyalty
The most valuable advertising a business can get is a recommendation from a satisfied customer.
Social media platforms, customer reviews, and content marketing create spaces for customers to
show that loyalty. It could be in the form of a customer review, a ‘like’ on an Instagram post, or
comment left on Facebook. 

Interaction also lets you express your appreciation and provide quick responses to customer
concerns and feedback. Again, a negative review can turn into strong loyalty if it’s handled
quickly and appropriately. A business that listens and responds to customers gains their trust and,
ultimately, their loyalty.

The content on your website in the form of blog posts and articles builds further loyalty. For
example, a photographer can showcase their latest customers in a blog post. A venue can link to a
positive review from a local blogger or newspaper article. The next time a friend asks one of your
customers for a recommendation, all of those positive interactions, from the social media
exchanges to responses to customer reviews, creates loyalty. 
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A digital marketing plan can be as simple or complex as you wanted to be. Analyze your target audience—
where are they online, what social media platforms do they use, what kind of searches do they perform? 

Begin with the basics—a well-designed, updated website and expand from there. To help you get started,
use this downloadable digital marketing plan template. It breaks down digital marketing into each of the
categories we’ve discussed, such as awareness, searchability/findability, reputation, and conversion. 

Take note of the categories where you’re already doing well as well as those that could use improvement.
You may only target one or two categories at first. The long-term goal is to have a fully developed plan that
guides potential customers from awareness to conversion. 

When that happens, your digital marketing plan will act as a map that brings customers to you. Write out
your plan where you can see it. Share it with your team. Be consistent and use the data collected from your
marketing to tweak and adjust advertisements, social media posts, and SEO to keep bringing a steady
stream of business your way. Smart use of digital marketing can scale your business and make sure your
ideal clients know where they can get the best services. 
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a foolproof digital marketing
plan for your business in the
event industry 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1tt4r9ehzBz5jWy1okD_0CYiBAryRdLXbtiC4LtLlETo/edit?usp=sharing
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